1986 cougar

N ow in its fourth and final year of the first-generation aero Cougar, not much had been slated
as far as updates, so the model year was a virtual carryover from the previous year. There were
color changes inside and out, and the addition of a U. The V6 and V8 models gained a larger
Otherwise the car received very few other changes. Relatively few but significant changes were
made to the XR-7 model in In a switch, the 5-speed manual transmission was now standard; the
3-speed automatic was optional. Exterior mirrors were now black instead of body color. Some
new exterior colors added a little spice to the XR-7's lineup, and no longer was grey the only
interior color choice. The previously-offered Oxford and Charcoal interior was no longer
available for Instead, the base grey interior was a combination of a new medium warm grey
called Smoke trimmed in a deep cool grey named Raven. The optional two-toned leather seats
now blended in much better with the rest of the interior colors. This seems to be a
mid-to-late-model year running change. Perhaps the biggest change in the drivetrain for was the
upgrade of the 5. The roller lifters were a running addition, making this the debut year for the
Cougar roller block. The new parts and fuel injection resulted in an additional 20 hp, now up to ,
and greatly improved torque output. But at least the 5. This was the only year for the SEFI 5. As
if the Cougar didn't have enough wheel choices before, a new basic wheel was offered in
standard on LS, optional on GS. It is officially known as the 14" styled steel wheel, but in reality
it was little more than a glitzed-up full spare wheel, complete with beauty rings and a minimal
center cap. Interestingly, the Mustang offered similar rims on its SSP police package. The 3. A
new option for the V6 was the AOD 4-speed automatic overdrive transmission. An exceedingly
rare, late-year running addition was the factory power moonroof. Scheduled production was for
March 3, While all indications were that moonroof-equipped cars were produced, it's been
extremely difficult to find a real specimen out in the world, since the cutoff date for ordering
cars was usually around late May or early June of a particular model year. That left a window of
mere weeks to order the power moonroof. It's only been recently that we've corroborated the
existence of such cars. This Thunderbird has all the correct gear for a power moonroof, so we
will accept it as fact. This car in particular was produced in January as a test mule, then donated
to a vocational school for mechanics to learn their trade. Unfortunately the car is not in good
shape anymore but it does have the unique distinction of being the first documented moonroof
car we've ever run across. Sales jumped up again for , thanks to the additional V8 power, and
things were definitely in full swing for the aero Cougar and Ford in general. Because of cars like
the first generation aero-look Cougar, Ford now had a solid foundation for its new rounded
styling and the American buying public flocked to the new shapes in droves. As pleasing as the
results were, Ford wasn't exactly sitting still. For the next two model years the Fox-based
Cougar would receive a mild freshening, further pushing the envelope of its
aerodynamically-formed shape, and modernizing the car even more. But for , the raw lines of
the Cougar remained the style leader. See our Terms of Use for more information. Unauthorized
duplication without express consent is strictly prohibited. All rights reserved. A closer look at
the lower stripes on the XR-7 model. The GS interior, shown here in Regatta Blue cloth,
remained the same as the previous year. GS: hp CFI 3. Wheelbase: Cougar XR-7 2. XR-7
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too, for the one female owner to stick with it all these years. With just over 21, original miles,
this Cougar is in practically new condition. The dash is in perfect condition, as are the wood
trim inlays and plastic surfaces. The seats show no signs of use and the light-colored door
panels similarly show no signs of soiling or other damage. The list of features include power
seats that still work. Under the hood is the preferred 5. The seller notes that this is a Northeast
car, used to go to church, the grocery store, and the shore house in New Jersey. Despite the
location, the only rust is underneath with some typical surface traces on the suspension and
other exposed bits. Find a better one or, find a tired Super Coupe and sell it to me. Nice car.
Instead, I tend to gravitate towards the land yachts of the mid 70s. They can be still found in

great condition, and are still affordable. The crazy prices keep me away from the late muscle
cars that I recall as a kid. Funny thing is, the second I saw this champagne Cougar, the Golden
Girls theme is what was playing in my headâ€¦.. Never smoked in, always garaged, even at work.
Really nice car! Nice Cougar, will make someone a nice cruiser. This Cougar is a breath of fresh
air. A true plain Jane. They used to be everywhere and they were really nice cars. Those were
nice looking cars. My friend had one like this featured car when we were teens. It really was a
comfortable ride. The car does have power windows and probably a few other options, like the
V8. In the eighties the cars were slow and there new electronic systems were unreliable. I much
rather own a vehicle from the seventies on down. If I have any advice for the author, it would be
to stay away from that 4 letter f word. As a fellow flipper I have learned that there are some guys
on this site that think most cars should be sold for next to nothing. That would just be a
disgrace to the hobby. Really nice survivor from the Disco Era. Cougars were discontinued.
Mercury brand was axed. V-8 engines are rare. Like a time machine on wheels. Lots of vinyl,
plenty of charcoal gray and muted fabrics. I switched out the original tires for some 70 series
whitewalls which put a little more rubber on the road without my parents noticing. Not a bad
driver but nothing to rave about either. Every used car detailer in this area puts that stuff down
when they clean up a car. It should have a digital dash too. I liked it and it was mildly loaded
with Power windows but not power locks. It was dark Academy Blue with blue interior. My
brother had a more loaded Cougar. Later I had a Turbo Coupe. I loved that car it was a 5 speed
manual and felt very sporty. I loved the turbo whistle. It was fully loaded Silver and Gray. I kept
that to K miles. All of these cars were comfortable and perfect sized. The weak link on the V6
was the TFI ignition module and both car had window motor issues that was actually the nylon
gear not the motor. It can take all of the fox body Mustang hop up parts and could be a real
sleeper. The base cluster in these and the Thunderbird was a digital speedo with analog gauges
and no tach, the LX Thunderbird and whatever the next rung Cougar was, LS maybe? Had a full
digital cluster with a tach and maybe a trip computer. Yes, most of these had the digitial gauges
I thought, and car gods help you if it was a sunny day and you had sunglasses on and wanted
to read them. Even on carpet less than pristine as we see in this Cougar. My 84 Cougar LS The
Cougar is a nice driver; comfortable, gold in color, tan interior, etc. I took off the wire hubcaps,
and put on the starburst hubs from a Cougar which look a lot better to me. All electric windows,
mirrors, door locks, and driver seat work. Premium sound switch and automatic antenna switch
are not operable probably due to the installation of the after market stereo. The automatic
antenna still goes up and down when the stereo is turned on or off. And it has the courtesy side
lights that come on when the turn signals are switched on, and the lights are on. There are two
for sale in Denver Craigslist â€” your pick â€” a red 84 for 3k or a blue 86 for 1. The restyle like
this one was a big improvement over the to 82 Cougars and Thunderbirds IMO. A breath of fresh
air. I see a massive oil leak. The Y pipe is covered. Could be the rear intake gasket. Fully
optioned, including the moon roof. It had unfortunately , the 3. No head gasket problems. This is
a beautiful car, and I really like the color combination. Happy motoring to the next owner! Wire
wheels? Landau top? Dealer add-ons? Did this ever sell? Interested â€” a higher trim level,
exact duplicate colors of my first car. Who knows? It ran very good, and the engine looked very
clean and original with the 3. The only thing was it had some blemishes on the body and interi
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or. And the one that I sold had the same color exterior and interior like the featured one here
â€” Sand Beige. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on
the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
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